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ENTER THE WORLD OF

ARCHON

Archon is a thrilling and immersive Open World
Third Person Gameplay with Next-Gen Graphics
& Live P2E (Play to Earn) module. This series
takes the players on a journey to the world of
“Archon” to complete active missions, fight
ferocious enemies and compete with massive
multiplayer community to generate unlimited
wealth.

Developers at Archon are Industry Level
Professionals who have worked with renowned
game development companies like “Activision”
& “Treyarch” and are veterans in the field of
Game Development. When it comes at
developing the World's First Open World
blockchain based P2E MMORPG there is no
compromise with the gameplay and Next-Gen
Graphics, At Archon, Developments never stops.



ARCHON

GAMEPLAY

Archon Graphics have been taken care by the expert Archon
Developers who are based on South Korea who makes no
compromises as Archon aims to be the leading Next-Gen Graphics
blockchain based MMORPG. The environments are surreal where
the players can easily roam around, fight and defeat the evil
Dragons and warlords and collect bounty to generate rewards
which can then be claimed in BNBs into the player's wallet. There
is an In-Game NFT Marketplace where the players can trade NFTs
in the form of Characters, Avatars, Upgrades, Weapons &

collectibles.

Archon has been highly optimized to support Low to High-end
hardware and upcoming PS5 console. Hence, enjoying the Best In
class graphics experience and ultimate action is very possible in a
wide range of PC specifications.

Archon Open World Third Person MMORPG Will be going Live for
the community to Download and Install in their PCs before the

Launch. Archon Community will be notified on the Dates.
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"ARCHON" 
FIRST OPEN WORLD, PLAY 
TO EARN, MMORPG 
IN PLAYSTATION 5

“Archon" is the world’s first open world blockchain
based MMORPG game will be launched in
Playstation 5 and will have cross platform support
of PC as well as console. PS5 players need to sync
their wallets with in game dashboard using a pc or
mobile through Archon web portal.
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TECH DEMO 
BEFORE LAUNCH
You can roam freely inside the surreal
Archon land and experience the
game in your PC with Archon Demo

which is going live for beta testing by
our community. Experience a piece of
the thrill that is about to come.

“Archon” playable demo will be
available for download at our website
before token launch.

ROAM INSIDE
THE WORLD OF ARCHON
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Hidden "Knight Boxes" which possess 
direct BNBs as Treasures worth up to 
30 BNBs within the Archon World.  The 
one who finds them keeps it all. There 
are surprises everywhere when the 
player enters the game. 

Highly rewarding Weekly Inter 
Community Multiplayer Competitions 
will be held within the Archon World 
which ensures the Gameplay 
Experience is highly intense. 

FIND TREASURE CHEST 
INSIDE ARCHON

WORTH UP TO 
30 BNBS
FINDERS ARE KEEPERS
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Archon users will be earning BNBs throughout the game
enjoying the ultimate action and Next-Gen thrilling
graphics. The BNBs as rewards can be obtained by
scoring Points (XP) within the Archon World. The more a
users scores points, the more is the player’s rewards in
$ARCH tokens and ultimately BNB. These BNBs earned
as rewards by the player will be going into player’s BNB
Wallet.

BNB rewarding algorithm of Archon has been developed
by a group of veteran Developers who ensure Maximum
Rewards and ultimate BNB Pay-outs for almost every
action the player performs within the Archon World. The
BNBs generated by the player depends on multiple
factors, the most influencing of them being the points
earned by the player. The more the player scores points
by defeating opponents, the more rewards are generated.
There are numerous ways of reward generation which
makes sure that there is never a shortage of points within
the Archon World. Reward algorithm is under constant
development as we find new ways to make the game
challenging & rewarding for every players.

PLAYERS TAVERN

There will be many “Player’s

Taverns” present throughout
Archon, where players can
buy/sale or exchange NFT’s
(i.e. in-game collectibles), with
other players, or just chill out,
chat and make friends
socialize with the Archon
player community.

Just pay to participate win
reward, or if you lose, there is
always many other
opportunities to participate. As
new maps/levels get added to
the Archon series, the
possibilities are endless

GAMEPLAY: 
EARN BNBS WHILE 
PLAYING ARCHON
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IN-GAME NFT’S: 
SEE YOUR PURCHASED 
NFTS IN ACTION
Archon has been bundled with an In-Game vast NFT
Marketplace as well as web portal marketplace
which allows the players to purchase and sell NFT
Characters, Avatars, Weapons and more. Players can
see their purchased NFT Characters, weapons or
upgrades Live in Action within the Archon World.

The In-Game NFT Marketplace even allows for the
upgrade of your existing Character and Weapons, the
more Levelled up your character and Weapons are,
the more rewards are generated and ultimately BNBs
from the gameplay.

Developments are already ongoing and the Archon
community will be notified at every instant.
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$ARCH TOKEN
USE CASE

The Official Token Which Archon supports is $ARCH, which is also the
native In-Game Token integrated within the Archon World economy.
Players will be earning $ARCH tokens which can then be converted
into BNBs from the Highly Rewarding P2E Module.

Each and every transaction within the Archon World will be initiated
in $ARCH. This not only ensures a massive demand but also the
sustainability of the Archon ecosystem.

The In-Game NFT Marketplace of Archon supports the native $ARCH
tokens which means that the NFTs, of whichever tier they belong to,
can be traded (Bought and sold) using $ARCH tokens efficiently.

Only the holders will be gaining access to the Archon's Staking
Platform 2.0 where they can stake their $ARCH tokens without any
locking period and generate Staking Rewards and even multiply their
rewards using the Limited-Edition Archon NFT Multipliers.

As the demand of $ARCH tokens rises, the price follows and hence,
Holders and Early Birds benefits most out it.
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STAKING PLATFORM 2.0
Archon's NFT Integrated Staking Platform 2.0
Archon offers an exclusive NFT Integrated Staking Platform 2.0, again the first of its kind staking platform in this space with attractive benefits and most importantly, guaranteed
rewards. The Staking Platform Archon offers is completely Lock Free. This means that the tokens you stake will not be locked for any period of time in anyway. Stakers will be given
the freedom to withdraw their staked holdings anytime they like which enables them to make use of the ultimate Price Action. Archon's staking platform has Zero Fees policy which
means that the stakers will not be charged any platform or staking fees on stake or withdrawal.

Archon's staking platform becomes unique with genuinely high rewards as the complete platform has been integrated with NFTs. Numerous Limited Edition Reward Multiplier

NFTs will be rolled out in the NFT Marketplace where the holders will be able to buy them. These NFTs come with the badging of "2X", "3X" and "5X" based on which the Staking
Rewards will be multiplied. If a holder has a "3X" Staking NFT, his Staking Rewards generated will be tripled and will be going up to a Maximum of 5X for a holder with the Archon
"5X" NFT.The Holders of $ARCH tokens can stake their bags using the platform and watching them yield rewards or if you have an Archon Staking Multiplier NFT, watch your rewards
multiply for real.

Developments are ongoing and the Archon Staking Platform 2.0 will be going Live before the Launch.
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ARCHON FUTURE ROADMAP
The Archon ecosystem is programmed to achieve great success with the tech and developments lined up.

PHASE 1

 "Archon", World's First Open World Third Person P2E MMORPG goes live within
the Archon Series. Tech Demo goes live before the Launch

 Archon Limited Edition NFT Marketplace for the Archon community goes Live
before the Launch

 Archon Staking Platform 2.0 first of its kind platform without any Lock period or
charges goes live for the community before the Launch

 "$ARCH", the native token of Archon launches with 5000+ holders. Multiple
Centralized Exchange Listings Lined up to propagate "$ARCH" tokens

 $30,000,000 Market Cap and "$ARCH" tokens minting the first multiple X’s for
the Diamond Handed holders.

 Marketing Blast Launched with multiple Industry Level PRs. Archon registers as

"Archon LLC" with Headquarters being based in South Korea

 Archon prepares for Cross Chain (ETH, SOL, POLYGON) Launch.

PHASE 2

 Archon goes live in PS5 supporting the most modern console

 Archon launches additional Player Modes and Gameplay is extended

 "Archon: Rise of Ragnarök", the second series of Archon goes live on Desktop
Platforms. Developments are ongoing

 BNB Reward Generation Algorithm 2.0 goes live optimized for higher rewards
per action supporting the newer series of Archon

 $100,000,000 Market Cap milestone completed printing Hundreds of X's to our
early holders. This is important as we want our players and holders to benefit.
See it coming!

 Partnerships strengthening and their rapid expansions
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ARCHON FUTURE ROADMAP (Continued)
The Archon ecosystem is programmed to achieve great success with the tech and developments lined up.

PHASE 3

 Archon World goes for a massive revamp with enhanced Server capabilities and
robust graphics

 "Archon: Rise of Ragnarök" transitions to PS5 Console

 Periodic Reward Generation Algorithm boosting the Earning potentials goes Live

 Play To Earn Rewards raises its Floor after the Third Algorithm Update

 $500,000,000 Market Cap

PHASE 4

 "Archon: The Phoenix Rises", third MMORPG Series with Ultimate Action and
Ultra Next-Gen Graphics marking the massive Bull Run of Archon, prepares to
go Live in Desktop and PS5 Platforms simultaneously.

 Constant Cross Platform Developments and Developers hiring continues

 Further Industry Level Partnerships, a Brand is established

 $1,500,000,000 Market cap
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ARCHON
CONTINUES

At Archon, the Developments are never ending and we
strive for the best with a team of veteran Developers at
the core of Archon and it's upcoming Archon Series. The
First Archon Series loaded with Ultimate Resources is
going Live for the community to Download and install in
their PCs before the Launch. Archon Community will be
notified on the dates.

Initially, Archon will be launched on the BSC Network and
as the community expands, with rapid progress, Archon
Developers will be taking it into the
Ethereum(ETH),Solana(SOL),Polygon chains and so on as
the community decides. Multiple Reward pools will be
integrated.

Early Birds and Diamond Handed Holders are the ones
who will be benefitting the most out of the rapid progress.
Join the community to remain updated about the
announcements.
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JOIN ARCHON
Archon Team welcomes you whole
heartedly in this journey and let's reach
new heights of success together. See you
inside the World of Archon

www.archon.live

t.me/archon_portal

twitter.com/archon_live

instagram.com/ArchonMMORPG
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